Coal consumption: An alternate energy resource to fuel economic growth in Pakistan
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ABSTRACT

This study is an attempt to revisit the causal relationship between coal consumption and economic growth in case of Pakistan. The present study covers the period of 1974–2010. The direction of causality between the variables is investigated by applying the VECM Granger causality approach. Our findings have exposed that there exists bidirectional Granger causality between economic growth and coal consumption. The Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) and Cumulative Sum of Square (CUSUMSQ) diagrams have not found any structural instability over the period of 1974–2010.
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1. Introduction

Energy sector is in hot debates nowadays; wherever we go, we hear about the significance and importance of energy. The growth literature reveals that economic growth may be improved by the efficient and optimal use of energy resources. It improves the efficiency of the inputs; therefore, the returns to both investors and factors of production increase which improve their living standards. The energy infrastructure has not been focused by the authorities in Pakistan; therefore, it is into its dismal form nowadays. Moreover, it is not managed appropriately for the both current and future needs. This has inculcated severe circumstances for the whole nation. The entire nation is suffering from the energy shortfall from the past many years and this is due to the negligence of government authorities. During the previous decade; economic growth was quite acceptable and it had increased the demand for energy products especially demand for electricity consumption. Unfortunately, we have not seen any deliberate attempt of the authorities to install new capacity in order to generate energy to meet both present and future demands. Consequently, the gulf between demand for energy and supply of energy is increasing. This has evolved a very serious energy crisis in Pakistan. This crisis is spreading like a cancer and cutting the roots of the industry in Pakistan.

On ground, more than 50% units (both small and large) shut their business during summer season because of energy shortfall. Looking at the last 25 years; we have observed that the new capacity of generation of energy has increased around 40 times but yet it is less than that of increase in demand for energy. Over the period of time, economic activities have improved which have ultimately enhanced per capita energy consumption. There are various factors which have given an upward trend to the demand for energy. Increase in per capita income; agriculture and service sectors growth, industrialization, urbanization, and rural electrification are among some of the prime factors which have contributed to demand for energy in Pakistan. The existing literature demonstrates many instruments or proxies for energy; and electricity consumption is more frequently used proxy for energy. In this paper, we have tried to explore an alternative proxy for energy. The prime focus of this paper is to reveal the attention of the authorities towards some of the alternative sources of energy production than that of oil. As the cost of energy production through oil is much higher compared to the cost of energy production via coal. In the olden ages, coal was used as principal source of energy for hundreds of years. Even till 1960s, among the fundamental sources of energy, coal was the single largest energy source. Coal consumption contributed to industrial revolution and use of electricity was increased because of coal consumption. With the passage of time, oil and gas were discovered at large scale. These discoveries of oil and gas had opened up the doors for energy production via oil and gas sources. Therefore, switchover from coal to oil and gas for energy production started taking place at huge scale. At present, cost of energy production with oil is far higher as compared to the cost of energy production with coal. Therefore, at present, this switchover from oil to coal will decrease the cost of production and fiscal deficit in Pakistan. Moreover, many developed and developing countries have already reverted back to coal.

Coal is the most abundant, economical and affordable resource of energy supplies across the world. The world coal resources are larger than that of the world resources of oil and gas. The world coal resources will end up in about 147 years; whereas the world resources of gas and oil...
will end up in about 63 years and 41 years respectively. This reveals that the demand for coal resource will increase in the coming days (Wolde-Rufael, 2010). The world coal consumption was 127.5 quadrillion Btu in the year 2006 which will increase to 190.2 quadrillion Btu in the year 2030. It is also observed that out of the total production of coal: 4% is consumed by the households and commercial sectors; industrial users consume 34% coal, and remaining 62% is consumed by the electricity producing units respectively. Moreover; the world consumption of coal will increase to 28% in year 2030 (Energy Information Administration, 2009). Pakistan is among medium human developed countries (Human Development Report, 2013). Pakistan has blessed with rich coal resources at Tharparkar; mountains of precious metals at Balochistan, Gwadar Port. Dr. Samar Mubarak (December 27th, 2010) disclosed that the coal reserves at Tharparkar have been 175–185 trillion tones. It can produce 50,000 MW of electricity for decades and 100 million barrels of oil for 500 years.\footnote{Also, Reko Diq, is a small town in Chaghi; Balochistan, Pakistan. It has 5th largest gold mine. This town is famous for its vast gold and copper reserves.} Therefore, by using all such resources, the cost of production may come down, and it will ultimately contribute to more economic growth. Therefore; in the light of above discussion, we have come to the point that coal consumption is the most significant and economical energy source for Pakistan, and we have found little literature on the relationship between coal consumption and economic growth in Pakistan. So; this article is an attempt to investigate the relationship between coal consumption and economic growth in Pakistan. Moreover; the earlier studies in addition to coal consumption considered labor force and capital formation as additional determinants of domestic production. This study is unique in terms of its model specification by incorporating unemployment, urbanization, service sector value added, and fiscal deficit along with coal consumption as the factors of domestic production in Pakistan.

2. Literature review

There are few studies available in existing investigation of the relationship between coal consumption and economic growth. For example, Chandran and Tang (2013) apply CO2 emission function by incorporating coal consumption to investigate the relationship between CO2 emissions, economic growth and coal consumption in India. They find cointegration between the variables. Their causality analysis reveals that coal consumption is Granger cause of economic growth. Bloch et al. (2012) investigate the causal relationship between economic growth and coal consumption by applying the vector error correction models and the innovative accounting technique for a case of China using demand and supply side functions over the period of 1965–2008 and 1997–2008 respectively. Their empirical findings expose that coal consumption causes aggregate output. The demand side analysis reveals the bidirectional causality between aggregate output and coal consumption. Nasiru (2012) examines the relationship between coal consumption and economic growth for Nigeria over the period of 1980–2010 by using a two-step residual-based approach to cointegration and Granger causality test. The empirical findings confirm the presence of cointegration between coal consumption and economic growth. The causality analysis reports that coal consumption is Granger cause of economic growth. Li and Leung (2012) probe the causality between real GDP and coal consumption for 31 provinces of China over the period of 1985–2008. They have applied panel unit root test and panel cointegration approach for stationary properties and long run relationship between the variables. Their empirical findings have disclosed that there exists long run relationship between economic growth and coal consumption and feedback effect is also found between both variables in the central and coastal regions but real GDP Granger causes coal consumption in the Western region. Jinke and Li (2011) investigate the relationship between economic growth and coal consumption for India and China. They have used Granger causality test based on error correction mechanism. They find that coal consumption Granger causes economic growth in India but unidirectional causality running from economic growth to coal consumption is found in case of China. Behname (2011) examines the causal relationship between coal consumption and economic growth for long-run in case of Greater Middle East zone. Their empirical evidence reveals the neutral effect between coal consumption and economic growth.

Kumar and Shahbaz (2012) reinvestigate the causal relationship between economic growth and coal consumption in case of Pakistan. They have used endogenous two-break unit root test in order to test unit root problem and the ARDL bounds testing approach to examine long term relationship between the variables. They have also applied dynamic and fully modified ordinary least square in order to compare the robustness of the estimates and the VECM Granger causality is used to test the direction of causality over the period of 1971–2009. Their empirical evidence has confirmed the presence of long run relationship among the variables. They have also noted that coal consumption, capital and labor are contributing factors to economic growth. The feedback effect is found between coal consumption and economic growth and same inference is validated by Shahbaz and Dube (2012). Shahbaz et al. (2012) probe the relationship between energy (renewable and non-renewable) consumption and economic growth by applying the bounds testing approach to cointegration. The direction of causal relationship between the variable is investigated by applying the VECM Granger causality framework. They find that renewable and non-renewable energy consumption boost economic growth while the feedback effect is found between renewable energy consumption and economic growth and same is true for non-renewable energy consumption and economic growth.

Wolde-Rufael (2010) reassesses the link between coal consumption and real gross domestic product by incorporating capital and labor as additional determinants of economic growth and coal consumption over the period of 1965–2005. The causality analysis reveals that coal consumption Granger causes economic growth in India and Japan but coal consumption is Granger cause of economic growth in China and South Korea. The author has also reported the feedback effect between both variables in case of South Africa and the United States, Jinke et al. (2009) explore the causality relationship between both variables in case of developing economies. They find that coal consumption has the neutral impact on economic growth. Zahid (2008) investigates the relationship between energy consumption and economic growth in Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Nepal and reports the neutral effect between coal consumption and economic growth in Pakistan.\footnote{Khan and Qayyum (2009) also reported that coal consumption does not Granger causes economic growth and same is true from opposite side.} Alam and Butt (2002) investigate the relationship between energy consumption and economic growth by applying production in case of Pakistan. They note that the variables are cointegrated for long run relationship and causality analysis reported that energy consumption and economic growth are interdependent. But, Aqeel and Butt (2001) report that economic growth Granger causes total energy consumption.

3. Data source and methodological framework

3.1. Data source

We have obtained the data of real per capita GDP, unemployment per capita, urban population per capita and real service sector value added per capita from world development indicators (CD-ROM, 2013). Economic survey of Pakistan (various issues) is combed to collect data for fiscal deficit per capita. The study covers the period of 1974–2010.

3.2. Methodological framework

We have followed the log–linear specification to investigate the impact of coal consumption, unemployment, urbanization, fiscal deficit
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